
 

 

 

1OA1.2 

True/False 

Indicate whether the statement is true or false. 

 1.  If I start with a whole pizza with eight slices and I eat three, I end up with six slices left. 

 

Multiple Choice 

Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 

  

 2.  Beth has nine stuffed animals in her room and Julie has six in hers.  How many do they have 

together? 

a. 9 c. 7 

b. 15 d. 17 

  

 3.  Mr. Smith, Mrs. Rogers and Mr. Rodriguez are the first grade teachers at Amity Elementary 

school.  If Mr. Smith has four students missing, Mrs. Rogers has two students missing and 

Mr. Rodriguez has five students missing today, how many first graders are missing in total? 

a. 11 c. 9 

b. 13 d. 10 
 

 

Completion 

Complete each statement. 

  

 4.  If Adam has 17 apples to share with his class of 17 students, and three students are missing, 

how many apples will be given out? Give the answer as a numeral. 

 

 5.  If Adam picks three tomatoes from his garden and Beatrice picks seven from hers, how 

many do they have in total? 

   

 6.  One deer entered a meadow to graze, then four others joined it.  How many deer were now 

in the meadow? 

 

 7.  There are 12 peaches in the fruit basket and I eat two of them.  How many are left? 
  
 

 8.  Gerald has four pug puppies and he gives three to Darcy.  How many pugs does he have 

now? 
  

 

 9.  Jose has nine unicorn stickers and he gives four to Samantha.  How many does he have left? 
  

 

 10.  Nine birds were in a tree and four more birds landed in the tree.  How many total birds are in 

the tree? 
  

 



Answer  1: F (8 - 3 = 5, not 6) 

Answer  2: B 

Answer  3: A 

Answer  4: 14 

Answer  5: 10 

Answer  6: 5 

Answer  7: 10 

Answer  8: 1 

Answer  9: 5 

Answer  10: 13 

 


